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Color(s)
List all colors used in the site as well as acceptable tints and shades. Include both 
swatches and hexadecimal numbers in your color list.

Logo and Logotype
Include a sample of the logo and all acceptable variations. Also include a sample of the 
type used in the logo (if any) and any acceptable variations (bold, italic, etc.). Be sure 
to state explicitly where the logo can and cannot be used.

The logo was provided by TMCC. The style used is the white mountain and TMCC logotype 
in a green square. It is used in both the masthead and the footer.



Graphics
Make a list of all non-logo graphics that appear in your design (persistent navigation, 
accents, pictures, etc.) along with all acceptable variations of those graphics. Be sure 
to state explicitly where these graphics can and cannot be used.

The following header graphics must be used in the top, left-hand corner of the webpage, 
right underneath the masthead, and adjacent to the navigation menu:

grc_header.gif
tmcc_header.gif
tmcc_logo.gif

The following subhead graphics must be used in the top left <div> only:

core_graphic.gif
eye_graphic.gif
pencil_graphic.gif
silhouette_three.gif

The following slideshow images must be used in the gallery only: 
thumb1.jpg
thumb2.jpg
thumb3.jpg
thumb4.jpg
thumb5.jpg
thumb6.jpg
thumb7.jpg
thumb8.jpg
thumb9.jpg
thumb10.jpg
thumb11.jpg
thumb12.jpg

image1.jpg
image2.jpg
image3.jpg



image4.jpg
image5.jpg
image6.jpg
image7.jpg
image8.jpg
image9.jpg
image10.jpg
image11.jpg
image12.jpg

The following graphic elements and pictures can be used throughout the website in the 
body content area:

colored_arrows.gif
number_1.gif
number_2.gif
number_3.gif
orange_arrows.gif
print_graphic.gif
purple_tmcc_pic.jpg
silhouette_brian.gif
silhouette_dan.gif
silhouette_michael.gif
silhouette_ron.gif
summer_workshops.gif
sun_graphic.gif
video_graphic.gif
web_graphic.gif



Typography
Include visual samples of the typefaces (primary, secondary and default) used in the 
site and any acceptable variations (bold, italic, etc.).

There one typeface family used: Noto Sans. It is a Google font, and there are four styles in 
use throughout the website:

1) Noto Sans Regular
2) Noto Sans Italic
3) Noto Sans Bold
4) Noto Sans Bold Italic

Design
Attach a dummy to the style guide for each variation of the overall design.

Home page and interior page follows:






